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ETHICS
CHAPTER 1

UTILITARIANISM

Ethics is a subject about which there has
been and still is an immense amount of
difference of opinion, in spite of all the time
and labour which have been devoted to the
study of it. There are indeed certain matters
about which there is not much disagree-
ment. Almost everybody is agreed that
certain hinds of actions ought, as a general
rule, to be avoided

; and that under certain
circumstances, which constantly recur, it is,

as a general rule, better to act in certain
pecified ways rather than in others. There
is, moreover, a pretty general agreement, with
regard to certain things which happen in
the world, that it would be better if they
aever happened, or, at least, did not happen
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so ojEten as they do ; and with regard t

others, that it would be better if they haj
pened more often than they do. But o:

many questions, even of this kind, there i

great diversity of opinion. Actions whie
some philosophers hold to be general!'

wrong, others hold to be generally right

and oecurrences which some hold to h
evils, others hold to be goods. |

And when we come to more fundaments
questions the difference of opinion is even more
marked. Ethical philosophers have, in fact,

been largely concerned, not with laying dowt
rules to the effect that certain ways of ac&g
are generally or always right, and otheaSs

generally or always wrong, nor yet with
giving lists of things which are good and
others which are evil, but with trying to
answCT more general and fundamental
questions such as the foUowing, What
after all, is it that we mean to say of an:
action when we say that it is right or ought
to be done ? And what is it that we meai^
to say of a state of things when we say that]
it is good or bad ? Can we discover any!
g^CTal characteristic, which belongs
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common to absolutely all right actions, no

matter how different they may be in other

respects ? and which does not belong to

any actions except those which are right ?

And can we similarly discover any char-

acteristic which belongs in common to

absolutely all “ good ” things, and which

does not belong to any thing except what is

a good ? Or again, can we discover any

single reason, applicable to all right actions

equally, which is, in every case, the reason

why an action is right, when it is right ?

And can we, similarly, discover any reason

which is the reason why a thing is good,

when it is good, and which also gives us

the reason why any one thiug is better than

another, when it is better ? Or is there,

perhaps, no such single reason in either case ?

Oh questions of this sort different philo-

sophers still hold the most diverse opinions.

I think it is true that absolutely every

answer which has ever been given to them

by any one philosopher would be denied

to be true by many others. There is, at any

rate, no such consensus of opinion., among
experts about these fundamep^ ""'"'iliical
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questions, as there is about many funda-
mental propositions in Mathematics and
the Natural Sciences.

Now, it is precisely questions of this sort,
about every one of which there are serious
differences of opinion, that I wish to dis-
cuss in this book. And from the fact that
so much difference of opinion exists about
them it is natural to infer that they are
questions about which it is extremely
difflcixlt to discover the truth. This is, I
think, really the case. The probability is,
that hardly any positive proposition, whiqh
can as yet be offered in answer to them,
will be strictly and absolutfly true. With
regard to negative proposHSons, indeed-—
propositions to the effecJLI^at certain positive
answers which have been offered, are false,—
the case seems to be different. We are, I
ttmk, - justified in being much more certain
hat .some of the positive suggestions which
have been made are not true, than that any
particular one among them is true ; though

CS!. iK
certain

u
> be justified either in
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accepting or rejecting, with absolute certainty,

any of the alternative hypotheses which can be

suggested, it is, I think, well worth while to

consider carefully the most important among
these rival hypotheses. To realise and dis-

tinguish clearly from one another the most

important of the different views which may
be held about these matters is well worth

doing, even if we ought to admit that the

best of them has no more than a certain

amoimt of probability in its favour, and

that the worst have just a possibility of

being true. This, therefore, is what I shall

try to do. I shall try to state and dis-

tinguish clearly from one another what

seem to me to be the most important of the

different views which may be held upon a

few of the' most fundamental ethical ques-

tions. Some of these views seem to me to

be much nearer the truth than others, and

I shall try to indicate which these are. But

even where it seems pretty certain that

some one view is erroneous, and that another

comes, at least, rather nearer to the truth,

it is very difficult to be sure that the latter

is strictly and absolutely true.
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One great difficulty which arises in ethica
discussions is the difficulty of getting quit
clear as to exactly what question it is tha
we want to answer. And in order to mini
mise this difficulty, I propose to begin, h
these first two chapters, by stating one
particular theory, which seems to me to be
peculiarly simple and easy to understand.
It is a theory which, so far as I can see'
comes very near to the truth in some re-
spects, but is quite false in others. And
why I propose to begin with it isi merely
because I think it brings out particularly
ck^ly the difference between several quit#'
distinct questions, which are liable to he
confused with one another. If, after stating
this theory, we then go on to consider the
most important objections which might be
raged against it, for various reasons, we shalL
I think, pretty well cover the main topics
of ethical discussion, so far as fundamental
principles are concerned.

^
^us tteory starts from the familiar fact
we all very often seem to have a choice

b^ween several different actions, any one
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of which we might do, if we chosei Whether,

in such eases, we really do have a choice, in

the sense that we ever really could choose

any other action than the one which in the

end we do choose, is a question upon which

it does not pronounce and which will have to

be considered later on. All that the theory

assumes is that, in many cases, there certainly

are a considerable number of different

actions, any one of which we could do, if

we chose, and between which, therefore, in

ihis sense, we have a choice ; while there are

others which we could not do, even if we
did choose to do them. It assumes, that is

to say, that in many cases, if we had chosen

differently, we should have acted differently

;

and this seems to be an unquestionable fact,

which must be admitted, even if we hold

that it is never the case that we could have

chosen differently. Our theory assumes,

then, that many of our actions are under

the control of our wills, in the sense that

if, just before we began to do them, we had

chosen not to do them, we should not have

done them ; and I propose to call all actions

of this kind voluntary actions.
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It should be noticed that, if we define volun-

tary actions in this way, it is by no means

certain that all or nearly all voluntary actions

are actually themselves chosen or willed. It

seems highly probable that an immense

number of the actions which we do, and

which we could have avoided, ifwe had chosen

to avoid them, were not themselves willed

at all. It is only true of them that they are

“ voluntary ” in the sense that a particular

act of will, just before their occmrence, would

have been sufl&cient to prevent them ; not

in the sense that they themselves were

brought about by being willed. And pc^aps
there is some departure from conunon usage

in calling all such acts “volxmtary.” I do
not think, however, that it is in accordance

with common usage to restrict the. name
“voluntary” to actions which are quite

certainly actually willed. And the class

of actions to which I propose to give the

name—aU those, namely, which we could

have prevented, if, immediately beforehand,

we had willed to do so—do, I think, certainly

require to be distinguished by some special

name. It might, perhaps, be thought that
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almost all our actions, or even, in a sense,

absolutely all those, which properly deserve

to be called “ ours,” are “ voluntary ” in

this sense: so that the use of this special

name is unnecessary: we might, instead,

talk simply of “ our actions.” And it is,

I think, true that almost all the actions, of

which we should generally think, when we

talk of “ our actions,” are of this nature ;

and even that, in some contexts, when we

talk of “ human actions,” we do refer ex-

ausively to actions of this sort. But in

^ther contexts such a way of speaking would

le misleading. It is quite certain that both

cur bodies and our minds constantly do

tilings, which we certainly could not have

pievented, by merely willing just beforehand

that they should not be done ; and some, at

leist, of these things, which our bodies and

miids do, would in certain contexts be

caled actions of ours. There would there-

fore be some risk of confusion if we were to

speak of “ human actions ” generally, when

we mean only actions which are “ voluntary ”

in the sense I have defined. It is better,

therefore, to, give some special name to
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actions of tMs class ;
and I cannot think of

any better name than that of “ voluntary

actions. If we require further to distinguish

from among them, those which are also

voluntary in the sense that we definitely

willed to do them, we can do so by calling

these “ willed ” actions.

Our theory holds, then, that a great many

of our actions are voluntary in the sense that

we could have avoided them, if, just before-

hand, we had chosen to do so. It does not

pretend to decide whether we could have

thus chosen to avoid them; it only say!

that, if we had so chosen, we should havs

succeeded. And its first concern is to 1^

down s&me absolutely universal rules as to

the conditions under which actions of tKs

U-inH axe right or wrong ;
under which thsy

ougU or ought not to be done ; and umier

which it is our duty to do them or not to do

tbp-TTi- It is quite certain that we do hild

that many volimtary actions are right snd

others wrong ; that many ought to have bten

done, and others ought not to have bwn

done ; and that it was the agent’s duty to

do some of them, and his duty not to
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do others. Whether any actions, except

voluntary ones, can be properly said to be

right or wrong, or to be actions which ought

or ought not to have been done, and, if so,

in what sense and under what conditions, is

again a question which our theory does not

presume to answer. It only assumes that

these things can be properly said of some

voluntary actions, whether or not they can

also be said of other actions as well. It

confines itself, therefore, strictly to voluntary

actions ; and with regard to these it asks

the following questions. Can we discover any

characteristic, over and above the mere fact

that they are right, which belongs to abso-

lutely oZZ voluntary actions which are right,

and which at the same time does not belong

to any except those which are right ? And
similarly : Can we discover any character-

istic, over and above the mere fact that

they are wrong, which belongs to absolutely

aU voluntary actions which are wrong, and

which at the same time does not belong

to any except those which are wrong.?

And so, too, in the case of the words “ ought ”

and “ duty,” it wants to discover some char-
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aeteristic which belongs to aZr volxmtary
actions "which, ought to be done or which it

is our duty to do, and which does not belong
to any except those which we ought to do

;

and similarly to discover some characteristic
which belongs to oil voluntary actions which
ought not to be done and which it is our
duty not to do, and which does not belong
to any except these. To all these questions
our theory thinks that it can find a com-
paratively simple answer. And it is this
answer which forms the first part of the
theory*; It is, as I say, a comparatively
simple answer; but nevertheless it cannot
be stated accurately except at some length.
And I think it is worth while to try to state
it accurately.

^th, then, this theory points out
that ^11 actions may, theoretically at least,
be arranged in a scale, according to the
proportion between the total quantities of
peasme or pain which they causes I Axid
when It talks of the total quantities of pleasure
or pam which an action causes, it is extremely
^portant to realise th^t it means quite
strictly what It says. We all of us know
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that Many of our actions do cause pleasure
and pain not oniy to ourselves, but also to
other human beings, and sometimes, perhaps,
to animals as well ; and that the effects of our
actions, in this respect, are often not con-
fined to those which are comparatively direct
and immediate, but that their indirect and
remote effects are sometimes quite equally
important or even more so. But in order
to arrive at the total quantities of pleasure
or pain caused by an action, we should, of

course, have to take into account absolutely all

its effects, both near and remote, direct and
indirect; and we should have to take into
account absolutely all the beings, capable of
feeling pleasure or pain, who were at any
time affected by it; not only ourselves,

therefore, and our fellow-men, but also any
of the lower animals, to which the action
might cause pleasure or pain, however in-

directly
; and also any other beings in the

Universe, if there should be any, who might
be affected in the same way. Some people, for
instance, hold that there is a God and that
there are disembodied spirits, who may be
pleased or pained by our actions ; ^ and, if
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this is so, then, in order to arrive at the Mai

quantities of pleasure or pain which an

action causes, we should have, of course, to

take into account, not only the pleasures or

pains which it may cause to men and animals

upon this earth, but also those which it may

cause to God or to disembodied spirits. By

the total quantities of pleasure or pain which

an action causes, this theory means, then,

quite strictly what it says. It means the

quantities which would be arrived at, if we

could take into account absolutely all the

amounts of pleasure or pain, which result

from the action ; no matter how indirect or

remote these results may be, and no matter

what maybe the nature of the beings who feel

them.

But if we understand the total quantities

of pleasure or pain caused by an action in

this strict sense, then obviously, theoretically

at least, six different cases are possible. It

is obviously .
theoretically possible in the first

place (l)“1;hat an action should, in its totql

effects, cause some pleasure but absohit^y

no, pain; and it is obviously also possible

: faV that, while it causes both pleasure and
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pain, the total quantity of pleasure should
be greater than the total quantity of pain.
These are two out of the six theoretically
possible cases; and these two may be
grouped together by saying that, in both of
them, the action in question causes an
excess of pleasure over pain, or more pleasure
than pain. This description will, of comrse,
if taken quite strictly, apply only to the
second of the two

; since an action which
causes no pain whatever cannot strictly be
said to cause more pleasirre than pain. But
it is convenient to have some description,
which may be understood to cover both
cases j and if we describe no pain at all as a
zero quantity of pain, then obviously we may
say that an action which causes some pleasure
and no pain, does cause a greater quantity of
pleasure than of pain, since any positive
quantity is greater than zero. I propose,
therefore, for the sake of convenience, to
speak of both these first two cases as cases in
which an action causes an excess of pleasure
over pain.

But obviously two other cases, which are
also theoretically possible, are (1) t]^t in
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1-- 1, oTi nption in its total effects, causes
which, an action, m

and
cnme nain but absolutely no pleasure, and

(2) thft in which, whHe it causes both plea-

[L and pain, the total quantity of pM
La« tin the total quantity of

Aud of both these two cases I prop

speak, for the reason just explained, as cases

an action causes an excess oi pom

over pleasure. ^
There remain two other cases, and two only,

which are still theoretically possible ;
na,mely

(1) that an action should cause absolutely no

pleasure and also absolutely no pain, and

(2) that, while it causes both pleasure and

pain, the total quantities of each should be

exactly equal. And in both these two cases,

we may, of course, say that the action in

question causes wo excess either of pleasure

over pain or of pain over pleasure.

Of absolutely every action, therefore, it

must be true, in the sense explained, that it

either causes an excess of pleasure over pain,

or an excess of pain over pleasure, or neither.

This threefold division covers aU the six

possible cases. But, of course, of any two

>hetions, both of which cause an excess of.
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pleasure over pain, or of pain over pleasure,

it may be true that the excess caused by the
one is greater than that caused by the other.

And, this being so, all actions may, theoret-

ically at least, be arranged in a scale, starting

at the top with those which cause the greatest

excess of pleasure over pain
; passing down-

wards by degrees through eases where the

excess of pleasure over pain is continually

smaller and smaller, until we reach those

actions which cause no excess either of

pleasure over pain or of pain over pleasure :

then starting again with those which cause

an excess of pain over pleasure, but only the

smallest possible one
;

going on by degrees

to cases in which the excess of pain over plea-

sure is continually larger and larger ; until we
reach, at the bottom, those cases in which the

excess of pain over pleasure is the greatest.

The principle upon which this scale

is arranged is, I think, perfectly easy to

imderstand, though it cannot be stated

accurately except in rather a complicated

way. The principle is : That any action

which causes an excess of pleasure over pain

will always come higher in the scale either
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than an action which causes a smalkr exce^

S pleasure over pain, or than an actxon wh^h

causes no excess either of pleasure over

or of pain over pleasure, or than one wh

causes an excess of pain over pleasure ;
That

any action which causes no excess either oi

pleasure over pain or of pain over pleasure

will always come higher than any which

causes an excess of pain over pleasure ;
and

finally That any, which causes an excess of

pain over pleasure, wUl always come higher

than one which causes a greater excess of

pain over pleasure. And obviously this

statement is rather complicated. But yet, ,

so far as I can see, there is no simpler way of

stating quite accurately the principle upon

which the scale is arranged. By saying

that one action comes higher in the scale than

ahother, we may mean any one of these five

diflerent things ;
and I can find no simple

on which will really apply quite

accurately to aU five cases.

But it has, I think, been eustomary,

among ethical writers, to speak loosely of

^y action, which comes higher in this

st^e than another, for any one of ;
^ese
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jfive reasons, as causing more pleasure than

that other, or causing a greater balance of

pleasure over pain. For instance, if we
are comparing five different actions, one of

which comes higher in the scale than any of

the rest, it has been customary to say that,

among the five, this is the one which causes

a maodmum of pleasure, or a maodmum
balance of pleasure over pain. To speak in

this way is obviously extremely inaccurate,

for many different reasons. It is obvious,

for instance, that an action which comes

lower in the scale may actually produce

much more pleasure than one which comes

higher, provided this effect is cotmteracted

by its also causing a much greater quantity

of pain. And it is obvious also that, of two

actions, one of which comes higher in the

scale than another, neither may cause a

balance of pleasure over pain, but both

actually more pain than pleasure. For these

and other reasons it is quite inaccurate to

speak as if the place of an action in the scale

were determined either by the total quantity

of pleasure that it causes, or by the total

balance of pleasure over pain. But this way
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of speaking, though inaccurate, is also ex-

tremely convenient ; and of the two alter-

native expressions, the one which is the

most inaccurate is also the most convenient.

It is much more convenient to be able to

refer to any action which comes higher in

the scale as simply causing more pleasure,

than to have to say, every time, that it

causes a greater balance ofpleasure over p&in.

I propose, therefore, in spite of its inac-

curacy, t;o adopt this loose way of speaking.

And I do not think the adoption of it need lead
to any confusion, provided it is clearly under-
stood, to begin with, that I am going to use
the words in this loose way. It must, there-

fore, be clearly understood that, when, in
what follows, I speak of one action as Causing
ifiore pleasure than another, I shell not mean
strictly what I say, but only that the former
action is related to the latter in one or other
of the five following ways. I shall mean that
the two actions are related to one another
either (1) by the fact that, while both cause ;m excess of pleasure over pain, the fom^

a greater excess than the latter

;

the fact that, while the former eadses'
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an excess of pleasure over pain, the latter

causes no excess whatever either of pleasure

over pain, or of pain over pleasure ; or (3) by
the fact' that, while the former causes an
excess of pleasure over pain, the latter causes

an excess of pain over pleasure ; or (4) by
the fact that, while the former causes no

< excess whatever either of pleasure over pain

or of pain over pleasure, the latter does cause

an excess of pain over pleasure ; or (5) by
the fact that, while both cause an excess of

pain over pleasure, the former causes a

smaller excess than the latter. It must be

remembered, too, that in every case we shall

be spiking of the total quantities of pleasure

and pkin caused by the actions^ in the strictest

possible sense ; taking into account, that is

to. say, absolutely all their effects, however

remote and indirect.

But now, if we understand the statement

5
that one action causes more pleasure than

another in the sense just explained, we may
express as follows the first principle, which

the theory I wish to state lays down with

regard to right and wrong, as applied to

voluntary actions. This first principle is
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a very simple one; for it merely asserts:

That a voluntary action is right, whenever

and only when the agent could mi, even if

he had chosen, have done any other action

instead, which would have caused more

pleasure than the one he did do ;
and that

a voluntary action is wrong, whenever and

only when the agent co«W, if he had chosen,

some other action instead, which

^ would have caused more pleasure than
,

the

lone he did do.Vlt must be remembered

that our theory does not assert that any

agent ever could have chosen any other

action than the one he actually performed.

It only asserts, that, in the case of all yolun-

tary actions, he could have acted diffei^ntly,

if he had chosen : not that he couldj have

Tnnrlft the choicc. It^ocs upt asscrt, |here-

fore, that right and wrong depend upon

what hd could choose. As to this, it makes

no assertion at all : it neither afihrms nor

denies that they do so depend. It only

asserts that they do depend upon what he

could have done or could do, i/ he chose^

Ty f^very case of voluntary action, a man

; leduid, if he had so chosen just before, have
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done at least one other action instead. That
was the definition of a voluntary action : and
it seems quite certain that many actions are
voluntary in this sense. And what our
theory asserts is that, where among the
actions which he could thus have done
instead, if he had chosen, there is any one
which would have caused more pleasure
than the one he did do, then his action is

always wrong; but that in aU other cases
it is right. This is what our theory asserts,
if we remember that the phrase “causing
more pleasure ” is to be understood in the

sense explained above.

^

Butit will be convenient, in what follows, to
introduce yet another inaccuracy in our state-
ment of it. It asserts, we have seen, that the
Question whether a volimtary action is right
OT wrong, depends upon the question whether,
^ong all the other actions, which the
feent could have done instead, if he had
iiiosen,' there is or is not any which would
mve produced more pleasure than the one
le did do. But it would be highly incon-
i^enient, every time we have to mention the
heory, to use the whole phrase “ all the
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other actions which the agent could have

done instead, if he had chosen.” I pro-

pose, therefore, instead to call these simply

“ all the other actions which he could have

done,” or “which were possible to him.”

This is, of course, inaccurate, since it is, in a

sense, not true that he could have done them,

if he could not have chosen them : and our

theory does not pretend to say whether he

ever could have chosen them. Moreover,

even if it is true that he could sometimes

have chosen an action which he did not

choose, it is pretty certain that it is nob

always so ; it is pretty certain tha^ it. ijj

sometimes out of his power to choose aii

action, which he certainly could have done|

if he had chosen. It is not true, thereforel

that all the actions which he could hav4

done, if he had chosen, are actions whiehS

in every sense, he could have done, even if i|

is true that some of them are. But neverl

theless I propose, for the sake of brevity, tJ

speak of them all as actions which he couM

have done,< and this again, I think, ne^
lead to po confusion, if it be clearly undeji

stood that I am doing so. It must, theii
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|!

fe ought. And it would be rash to

^

that such cases never do practically

^

We all commonly hold that they do :

|ery often indeed we are under no posi-
|bligation to do one action rather than
^ther

; that it does not matter which we
ij/e

must, then, be careful not to affirm
because it is always our duty to act

,, 'therefore any particular action, which
iiis always also one which it is our duty

This is not so, because, even where
is right, it does not follow that it

i^wrong to do something else instead ;

. If an action is a duty or an action
e positively ought to do, it always
e wrong to do anything else instead,
ret consequence, then, which follows,
s distinction between what is right,
ne hand, and what ought to be done
duty, on the other, is that a volun-
on may be right, without being an
bich we ought to do or which it is
to do. And from this it follows

hat the relation between “ right ”
t ought to be done is not on a
that between » wrong » and what
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ought not to be done. Every a<

is wrong is also an action which
to be done and which it is our dutj
and also, conversely, every aci

ought npt to be done, or which it

not to do, is wrong. These thrf
ternis are precisely and absolu
tensive. To say that an action
wrong, is to imply that it ought
or to have been, done

; and th
implication also holds. But in t
“right ” and “ ought,” only one .

converse propositions holds. Ev(
which ought to be done or which is

is certainly also right
; to say the o]

any action is to imply the other. Bi
converse is not true

; since, as we ]

to say that an action is right is not
that it ought to be done or that it is
an action may be right, without eith(
two other things being true of it. I
spect the relation between the posi
eeptions “right » and “ought to be
not on a par with that between the
conceptions “wrong” and “ought n
done ” The two positive conception
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aextensive, whereas the two negative ones

And thirdly and finally, it also follows

idt whereas every voluntary action, without

sception, must be either right or wrong,

I
is by no means necessarily true of every

I

ry action that it either ought to be

ought not to be done,—^that it either

luty to do it, or our duty not to do
the contrary, cases may occur quite

ily where it is neither our duty to

articular action, nor yet our duty

^o it. This will occur, whenever,

the alternatives open to us, there are

more, any one of which would be

right. And hence we must not

that, wherever we have a choice of,;

before us, there is always some one
them (if we could only find out

which is the one which we ought to

'e all the rest are definitely wrong,

quite well be the case that there is

among them, which we are under a
obligation to do,although there always

at least one which it would be right^to

ere will be one which we definitely
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lonly which among actual past voluntary

pactions were right, but also which among

f
those which were possible would have been

(right if they had been done ; and not only

lyribdch among the voluntary actions which

factually will be done in the future, will he

{right, but also which among those which

{ will be possible, would be right, if they were

|to be done. And in doing this, it does, of

ifcourse, give us a criterion, or test, or stand-

l^d, by means of which we could, theo-

|ietically at least, discover with regard to

I?

absolutely every voluntary action, whichever

rvJfias been or will be either actual or

rpiwhether it was or will be right or

roi wv want to discover with regard

iluntary action which was actually

was possible in the past, whether it

jht or would have been right, we have
j ask : Coxild the agent, on the occa-

^n question, have done anything else

id, which would have produced more
^*ure ? If he could, then the action in

ion was or would have been wrong

;

could not, then it was or would have
right. And similarly, if we want to
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|the sole effect of another were to be the
Venjoyment of a much more refined one, then
Ithey must hold that there wou^d be no
Reason whatever for preferring the latter to
pho former, provided only that the mere
Iquantity of pleasure enjoyed in each case
were the same. • And if the bestial pleasure
Iwere ever so slightly more pleasant than the
|pther, then they must say it would be our
Ipsitive duty to do the action which would
piring it about rather than the other. This
|is a concVfeion which does follow from the

I

Assertion,
j
that actions are right feecawc they

Il'^oduceM^ of pleasure, and which
i^om the mere assertion that

itcing a maximum of pleasure is
^

'

' !('' t'y /* , m * . w
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if we take into account all their further effects,
tend to produce more pleasure on the whole
than lower ones. There is a good deal to he
said for the view that this does actually
happen, as the Universe is actually con-
stituted; and that hence an action which
causes a higher pleasure to. be enioved
instead of a lower one, will in general cause
more pleasure in its total effects, though
It cause less in its immediate effects,^d this is why those who hold that higher
pleasures are in general to be preferred to
lower ones, may nevertheless ad^t that
mere quantity of pleasure is alwayi -

a correct sign or criterion of the riglS*?'-''*^’'^
an action.

® "M tness oi

_

But those who hold that action.
'
J«

right, because of the quantity of
they produce, must hold also that,
pleasures did not, in their total effects

pleasure than lower ones,
would be no reason whatever for pr3
them, provided theywere not themselv/l
pleasant. If the sole effect of one..|^““®
were to be the enjoyment of a certain J4m
of the most bestial or idiotic pleasnEff#^®’®*
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the sols effect of another were to be the

enjoyment of a much more refined one, then

they must hold that there would be no
reason whatever for preferring the latter to

the former, provided only that the mere
quantity of pleasure enjoyed in each case

were the same. • And if the bestial pleasure

were ever so slightly more pleasant than the

other, then they must say it would be our

positive duty to do the action which would
bring it about rather than the other. This

is a concision which does follow from the

assertion,, that actions are right because they

prj^duce^ maximum of pleasure, and which
does ntxa^^bllow from the mere assertion that

the prd ' icing a maximum of pleasure is

always, ^foect, a sign of rightness. And it is

for thisji and similar reasons, that it is im-
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the producing of this result does in fact

happen to coincide with the producing of

other results. They would say that though

perhaps, in fact, actual cases never occur in

which it is or would be wrong to do an action,

which produces a maximum of pleasure, it

is easy to imagine cases in which it would

be wrong. Jjf, for instance, we had to choose

between creating a Universe, in which all the

inhabitants were capable only of the lowest

sensual pleasures, and another in which they

were capable of the highest %teilectual

and assthetic ones, it would, they would say,

plainly be our duty to create

rather than the former, even thoui^j^JJ^m&€
quantity of pleasure enjoyed in it were

rather less than in the former, and still more
I

so if the quantities were equal Oif, to put

’•it shortly, they would say that a .World of

; men is preferable to a world of pigs, even

[though the pigs might enjoy as much or

more pleasure than a world of men. And
this is what our theory goes on to deny, when
it says that voluntary actions are right,

because they produce a maximum of pleasure*

It implies, by saying this, that actions wlueh
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produced a ma:simum of pleasure OJOitZd

always be right, no matter what their effects,

in other respects, might be. And hence

that it would be right to create a world in

which there was no intelligence and none of

the higher emotions, rather than one in which

these were present in the highest degree,

provided only that the mere quantity of

pleasure enjoyed in the former were ever so

little greater than that enjoyed in the latter.

Our theory asserts, then, in its second

part, that voluntary actions are right when

they, are ':^ght, because they produce a

ITajdmum^f•''pleasure ; and in asserting this

it •'.a^.es\a r;reat step beyond what it asserted

ii? its firs ;
part, since it now implies that an

action wl^ich produced a maximum of plea-

sure always would be right, no matter how

its results,: in other respects, might compare

with those of the other possible alternatives.

But it might be held that, even so, it does

not imply that this would be so absolutely un-

conditionally. It might beheld that though,

in the Universe as actually constituted,

actions are right because they produce a

maximmn of pleasure, and hence their right-
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ness does not at all depend upon their other

effects, yet this is only so for sonae such

reason as that, in this Universe, all conscious

beings do actually happen to desire pleasure ;

but that, if we could imagine a Universe, in

which pleasure was not desired, then, in such

a Universe, actions would not be right because

they produced a maximum of pleasure ; and

hence that we cannot lay it down absolutely

imconditionally that in all conceivable

Universes any voluntary action would be

right whenever and only when it produced a

maximum of pleasure. For some such reason

as this, it might be held that\|;L must dis-

tinguish between the mere ^|J^n 'that""

voluntary actions are right, winm they are

right, because they produce a ma&imum of

pleasure, and the further assertion that this

would be so in all conceivable circumstances

and in any conceivable Universe. Those

who assert the former are by no means

necessarily bound to assert the latter also. To

assert the latter is to take a still further step.

But the theory I wish to state does, in

fact, take this further step. It asserts not

only that, in the Universe as it is, volimtary
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actions are right because they produce a

jnaxiniuin of pleasure, but also that this

would be so, under any conceivable circum-

stances : that if any conceivable being, in

any conceivable Universe, were faced with a

choice between an action which would cause

more pleasure and one which would cause

less, it would always be his duty to choose

the former rather than the latter, no matter

what the respects might be in which his

Universe differed from ours. It may, at

first sight, seem unduly bold to assert that

any ethicj^^ruth can be absolutely un-

:^onditipn^ii this sense. But many phUo-

sophers h^, held that some fundamental

ethival pnhciples certainly are thus un-

conditional. And a little reflection will sufidce

to show that the view that they may be so

is at all events not absxxrd. We have many

instances of other truths, which seem quite

plainly to be of this nature. It seems quite

cl ar, for instance, that it is not only true

t&t twice two do make four, in the Universe

as it actually is, but that they necessarily

would make four, in any conceivable Universe,

no matter how much it might differ from this
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one in other respects. And our theory is

only asserting that the connection which it

believes to hold between rightness and the

production of a maximum of pleasure is, in

this respect, similar to the connection asserted

to hold between the number two and the

number four, when we say that twice two

are four. It asserts that, if any being what-

ever, in any circumstances whatever, had to

choose between two actions, one of which

would produce more pleasure than the other,

it always would be his duty to choose the

former rather than the lattf^^ that this

is absolutely unconditionally

sertion obviously goes very further,

both than the assertio %hijri^it rniade in its

first part, to the effec&^jS^ the producing a

maximum of pleasure is a sign o| rightness

in the case of all voluntary actions,* that ever

have been or will be actual or possible, and

also than the assertion, that in the Universe,

as it is actually constituted, actions are right,

when they are right, became they produce

a maximum of pleasure. But bold as the

assertion may seem, it is, at all events, not

impossible that we should know it to be true.
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Our theory asserts, therefore, in its second

part : That, if we had to choose between

two actions, one of which would have as its

sole or total effects, an effect or set of effects,

which we may call A, while the other would

have as its sole or total effects, an effect or

set of effects, which we may call B, then,

if A contained more pleasure ;
than B, it

always would be our duty to choose the

action which caused A rather than that which

caused B. This, it asserts, would be abso-

lutely always true, no matter what A and B

might be li^^tn other respects. And to assert

\his iSv^tliii^w goes on to say) equivaUnt to

asserting\ ««t any effect or set of effects

which contains more pleasure is always

intrinsically better than one which contains

less.

By calling one effect or set of effects in-

trinsically better than another it means that

it is better in itself, quite apart from any

accompaniments or further effects w^hich it

may have. That is to say: To assert of

' any one thing, A, that it is intrinsically better

thari another, B, is to assert that if A existed

quite alone, without any accompaniments
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or effects whatever—if, in short, A con-

stituted the whole Universe, it would be

better ' that such a Universe should exist,

than that a Universe which consisted solely

of B should exist instead. In order to dis-

cover whether any one thing is intrinsically

better than another, we have always thus

to consider whether it would be better that

the one should exist quite alone than that

the other should exist quite alone. No

one thing or set of things, A, ever can be

intrinsically better than anotheri, B, unless

it would be better that A sh3i^exist quite

alone than that B should exisWM|^^l0fifev

Onr theory asserts, therefore, % wherever

it is true that it would be our Iduttf to choose

A rather than B, if A and B wer^ to be the

sole effects of a pair of actions between which

we had to choose, there it is always also true

that it would be better that A should exist

quite alone than that B should exist quite

alone.
" And it asserts also, conversely, that

wherever it is true that any one thing or

set of things. A, is intrinsically better than

another, B, there it would always also be our

duty to choose an action of which A would
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be the sole effect rather than one of which

B would be the sole effect, if we had to choose

between them. But since, as we have seen,

it holds that it never could be our duty to

choose one action rather than another, unless

the total effects of the one contained more

pleasure than that of the other, it follows

that, according to it, no effect or set of

effects. A, can possibly be intrinsically better

than another, B, unless it contains more

pleasure. It holds, therefore, not only that

any one effect or set of effects, which contains

more pleis^e, is always intrinsically better

oh^i^hich contains less, but also that

\o effect ^ set of effects can be intrinsically

®-ctter than another unless it contains more

' flleasure.

It is plain, then, that this theory assigns

a quite unique position to pleasure and pain

in two respects ; or possibly only in one, since

it is just possible that the two propositions

which it makes about them are not merely

equivalent, but absolutely identical ^that is

to say, are merely different ways of express-

ing exactly the same idea. The two pro-

positions are these. (1) That if any one had
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to choose between two actions, one of which

would, ill its total effects, cause more

pleasure than the other, it always would be

his duty to choose the former ; and that it

never could be any one’s duty to choose

one action rather than another, unless ^

its total effects contained more pleasure.

(2) That any Universe, or part of a Universe,

which contains more pleasure, is always

intrinsically better than one which contains

less ; and that nothing can be intrinsically

better than anything else, unless it contains

more pleasure. It does seem be ^
jupt^

possible that these two propoi^ibns "''afg

merely two different ways of ^expressing

exactly the same idea. The questlion whether

they are so or not simply depends upon the

question whether, when we say, It would

be better that A should exist quite alone

than that B should exist quite alone,’’ we
are or are not saying exactly the same thing,

as when we say, ‘‘ Supposing we had to

choose between an action of which A would

be the sole effect, and one of which B
would be the sole effect, it would be our

duty to choose the former rather than the
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latter.” And it certainly does seem, at first •

sight, as if the two propositions were not

identical ;
as if we should not be saying

exactly the same thing in asserting the one,

as in asserting the other. But, even if they

are not identical, our theory asserts that

they are certainly equivalent ; that, whenever

the one is true, the other is certainly also

true. And, if they are not identical, this

assertion of equivalence amounts to the

very important proposition that : An action

is right, only if no action, which the agent

could h^]^^ done instead, would have had

"hitrinsie^l-yy better results ;
while an action

is wrong,^nly if the agent could have done

some other action instead whose total results

Twould have been intrinsically better. It

certainly seems as if this proposition were not

a mere tautology. And, if so, then we must

admit that our theory assigns a unique

position to pleasure and pain in two respects,

and not in one only. It asserts, first of all,

that they have a unique relation to right

and wrong ; and secondly, that they have a

unique relation to intrinsic value.

Our theory asserts, then, that any whole
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which contains a greater amount of pleasure,
is always intrinsically better than one which
contains a smaller amount, no matter what
the two may be like in other respects ; and
that no whole can be intrinsically better
than another unless it contains more pleasure
But it must be remembered that throughout

'

this discussion, we have, for the sake of
convenience, been using the phrase “ con-
tains more pleasure” in an inaccurate
sense. I explained that I should say of one
whole. A, that it contained more pleasure
than another, B, whenever A and B were
related to one another in either ('^the five-
following ways: namely (1) wheij' !4^and B
both contain an excess of pleasure^ over pain,
but A contains a greater excess tba^ B ;

'

(2)'
when A contains an excess of pleasure over
pam, while B contains no excess either of
pleasure over pain or of pain over pleasure

;

(3) when A contains an excess of pleasun*
over pain, while B contains an excess o
pam over pleasure, (4) when A contains m
excess either of pleasure over pain or o;
pain over pleasure, while B does contaii
an excess of pain over pleasure; and (5
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ten both A and B contain an excess of

lin over pleasure, but A contains a smaller

ccess than B. Whenever in stating this

leory, I have spoken of one whole, or

feet, or set of effects. A, as containing more

ensure than another, B, I have always

eant merely that A was related to B in

le or other of these five ways. And so here,

hen our theory says that every whole

hieh contains a greater amount of pleasure

always intrinsically better than one which

mtains less, and that nothing can be

trinsicaljy better than anything else unless

: eojji:^i|QS more pleasure, this must be

aderstoAd to mean that any whole, A,

hich stsLds to another, B, in any one of

lese five relations, is always intrinsically

2tter than B, and that no one thing can

; intrinsically better than another, unless

stands to it in one or other of these five

ilations. And it becomes important to

member this, when we go on to take

3C0Tmt of another fact.

It is plain that when we talk of one thing

eing “ better ” than another we may mean

ay one of five different things. We may
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mean either (1) that while both»are positively
^

good, the first is better ;
or (2) that while

the first is positively good, the second is

neither good nor bad, but in i eren ,

(8) that while the first is positively good, the

second is positively bad; or (4)

the first is indifferent, the second is posfiively

bad* or (5) that while both are positively

bad,* the first is less bad than the secon .

We should, in common life, say that one

thing was “ better ” than another, whenever

it stood to that other in any one of these

five relations. Or, in other words, we hold

that among things which staifUQ-on*

another in the relation of better aiid worse,

some are positively good, otherJ positively

bad, and others neither good nor bad, Imt

indifferent. And our theory holds that this

is in fact, the case, with things which have

a’place in the scale of intrinsic value : some

of them are intrinsically good, others intrin-

sically bad, and others indifferent. And it-

would say that a whole is intrinsically good,

whenever and only when it contains an,

excess of pleasure over pain; intrinsica^y

' had,’ whenever and only when it contains,
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an excess of pain over pleasure ; and in-

trinsically indifferent, whenever and only

when it contains neither.

In addition, therefore, to laying down

precise rules as to what things are intrinsically

better or worse than others, our theory also

lays down equally precise ones as to what

things are intrinsically good and bad and

indifferent. By saying that a thing is in-

trinsically good it means that it would be a

good thing that the thing in question should

exist, even if it existed quite alone, without

any further accompaniments or effects what-

ever. By flaying that it is intrinsically bad,

it means that it would be a bad thing or an

evil that it should exist, even if it existed

quite alone, without any further accompani-

ments or effects whatever. And by saying

that it is intrinsically indifferent, it means

that, if it existed quite alone, its existence

would be neither a good nor an evil in any

degree whatever. And just as the concep-

tions “ intrinsically better ” and “ intrin-

sically worse ” are connected in a perfectly

precise manner with the conceptions “ right
”

and “ wrong,” so, it maintains, are these

c
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other conceptions also. To say of anything,

A, that it is “ intrinsically good,” is equivalent

to saying that, if we had to choose between
an action of which A would be the sole or

total effect, and an action, which would
have absolutely no effects at all, it would
always be our duty to choose the former, and
wrong to choose the latter. And similarly

to say of anything, A, that it is “ intrinsically

bad,” is equivalent to saying that, if we had
to choose between an action of which A
would be the sole effect, and an action which
would have absolutely no effects at all, it

would always be our duty to Choose the
latter and wrong to choose the former. And
finally, to say of anything. A, that it is

“intrinsically indifferent,” is equivalent to
saying that, if we had to choose between an
action, of which A would be the sole effect,

and an action which would have absolutely
no effects at all, it would not matter which
we chose : either choice would be equallv
right.

To sum up, then, we may say that, in its

second part, o\ir theory lays down three
principles. It asserts (1) that anything
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whatever, whether it be a single effect, or a

whole set of effects, or a wholfe Universe, is

inifinsicoMy §ood,. whenever and only when

it either is ox contains an excess of pleasure

over pain; that anything whatever is in-

tfinsicdlly bod, whenever and only when it

either is or contains an excess of pain over

pleasure ;
and that all other things, no

matter what their nature may be, are in-

trinsically indifferent. It asserts (2) that

any one thing, whether it be a single effect,

or a whole set of effects, or a whole Universe,

is intrinsically better than another, whenever

and only when the two are related to one

another ii,. one or other of the five following

ways: namely, when either (o) while both

are intrinsically good, the second is not so

good as the first ; or (b) while the first is

intrinsically good, the second is intrinsically

indifferent ; or (c) while the first is intrin-

sically good, the second is intrinsically bad ;

or (d) while the first is intrinsically indifferent,

the second is intrinsically bad ; or (e) while

both are intrinsically bad, the first is not so

bad as the second. And it asserts (3) that,

if we had to choose between two actions
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one of which would have intrinsically better

total effects than the other, it always would
be our duty to choose the former, and wrong
to choose the latter

; and that no action

ever can be right if we could have done
anything else instead which would have had
intrinsically better total effects, nor wrong,
unless we could have done something else

instead which would have had intrinsically

better total effects. From these three

principles taken together, the whole theory
follows. And whether it be true or false,

it is, ,I think, at least a perfectly clear and
intelligible theory. Whether it iJ^ or is not
of any practical importance, it’i'^indeed,

another question. But, even if it were of

none whatever, it certainly lays dowy pro-
positions of so fundamental and s^^r-
reaching a character, that it seems wv^h
while to consider whether they are true or

false. There remain, I think, only two
points which should be noticed with regard

to it, before we go on to consider the prin-

'

eipal objections which may be urged
against it.

It should be noticed, first, that, though
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this theory asserts that nothing is intrinsically

good, unless it is or contains an excess of

pleasure over pain, it is very far from asserting

that nothing is good, unless it fulfils this

condition. By saying that a thing is in-

trinsically good, it means, as has been ex-

plained, that the existence of the thing in

question would be a good, even if it existed

quite alone, without any accompaniments

or effects whatever ; and it is quite plain

that when we call things “ good ” we by
no means always mean this : we by no means
always mean that they would be good, even

if they existed quite alone. Very often, for

instq^nce, when we say that a thing is “ good,”

we mean that it is good because of its effects

;

and we shoxild not for a moment maintain

that it would be good, even if it had no
effects at all. We are, for instance, familiar

with the idea that it is sometimes a good
thing for people to suffer pain ; and yet we
should be very loth to maintain that in all

such cases their suffering would be a good
thing, even if nothing were gained by it

—

if it had no further effects. We do, in

general, maintain that suffering is good.
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only where and because it has further good

effects. And similarly with many other

things. Many things^ therefore, which are

not intrinsically ” good, may nevertheless

be ‘‘ good in some one or other of the

senses in which W'e use that highly ambiguous

word. And hence our theory can and would

quite consistently maintain that, while

nothing is intrinsically good except pleasure

or wholes which contain pleasure, many
other things really are good ’’

; and

similarly that, while nothing is intrinsically

bad except pain or wholes wl|ich contain

it, yet many other things are really “ bad.”

It would, for instance, maintain "tMt it is

always a good thing to act rightly, and a

bad thing to act wrongly ; although it would

say at the same time that, since actions,

strictly speaking, do not contain either

pleasure or pain, but are only accompanied

by or causes of them, a right action is never

intrinsically good, nor a wrong one intrinsically

bad. And similarly it would maintain that

it is perfectly true that some men are good,”

and others bad,” and some better than

others ;
although no man can strictly be
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said to contain either pleasure or pain, and

hence none can be either intrinsically good

or intrinsically bad or intrinsically better

than any other. It would even maintain

(and this also it can do quite consistently),

that events which are intrinsically good are

nevertheless very often bad, and intrinsically

bad ones good. It would, for instance, say

that it is often a very bad thing for a man

to enjoy a particular pleasure on a particular

occasion, although the event, which consists

in his enjoying it, may be intrinsically good,

since it contains an excess of pleasure over

pain. .
It may often be a very bad thing that

such an event should happen, because it causes

the man himself or other beings to have less

pleasure or more pain in the future, than they

would otherwise have had. And for similar

reasons it may often be a very good thing

that an intrinsically bad event should happen.

It is important to remember all this, because

otherwise the theory may appear much more

paradoxical than it really is. It may, for

instance, appear, at first sight, as if it denied

all value to anything except, pleasure and

wholes which contain it

—

a. view which
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would be extremely paradoxical if it were
held. But it does not do this. It does not
deny aU value to other things, but only all
intrinsic value—a very different thing. It
only says that none of them would have
any value if they existed quite alone. But,
of course, as a matter of fact, none of them
do exist quite alone, and hence it may quite
consistently allow that, as it is, many of
them do have very great value. Concerning
kinds of value, other than intrinsic value,
it does not profess to lay down any general
rules at all. And its reason for confining
itself to intrinsic value is because it holds
that this and this alone is related"to right
and wrong in the perfectly definite manner
explained above. Whenever an action is
right, it is right only if and because the
total effects of no action, which the agent
could have done instead, would have had
more irUrinsic value; and whenever an
action is wrong, it is wrong only if and
because the total effects of some other
action, which the agent could have done
instead, would have had more intrinsic
value. This proposition, which is true of
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intrinsic value, is not, it holds, true of value

of any other kind.

And a second point which should be

noticed about this theory is the following.

It is often represented as asserting that

pleasure is the only thing which is ultimately

good or desirable, and pain the only thing

which is ultimately bad or undesirable ;
or

as asserting that pleasure is the only thing

which is good for its own sake, and pain

the only thing which is bad for its own sake.

And there is, I think, a sense in which it

does assert this. But these expressions are

not commonly carefully defined ; and it is

worth noticing that, if our theory does assert

these propositions, the expressions ultim^

aiely good ” or ‘‘ good for its own sake ”

must be understood in a different sense from

that which has been assigned above to the

expression intrinsically good.” We must

not take ultimately good ” or good for

its own sake ” to be synonyms for intrin-

sically good.’’ For our theory most emphatic-

ally does not assert that pleasure is the only

thing intrinsically good, and pain the only

thing intrinsically evil. On the contrary^
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it asserts that any whole which contains an
excess of pleasure over pain is intrinsically

good, no matter how much else it may
contain besides ; and similarly that any
whole which contains an excess of pain

over pleasure is intrinsically bad. This dis-

tinction between the conception expressed

by “ ultimately good ” or “ good for its own
sake’’ on the one hand, and that expressed

by “ intrinsically good,” on the other, is

not commonly made
; and yet obviously we

must make it, if we are to say that our

theory does assert that pleasure is the only

ultimate good, and pain the o^Iy ultimate

evil. The two conceptions, if used in this

way, have one important point in common,
namely, that both of them will only apply

to things whose existence would be good,

even if they existed quite alone. Whether
we assert that a thing is “ ultimately good ”

or “ good for its own sake ” or “ intrinsically

good,” we are always asserting that it would
be good, even if it existed quite alone. But
the two conceptions differ in respect of the

fact that, whereas a whole which is “ in-

trinsically good ” may contain parts which
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are not intrinsically good, i.e. would not be

good, if they existed quite alone ;
anything

which is “ ultimately good ” or “good for

its own sake ” can contain no such parts.

This, I think, is the meaning which we must

assign to the expressions “ ultimately good ”

or “good for its own sake,” if we are to

say that our theory asserts pleasure to be

the only thing “ ultimately good ” or “ good

for its own sake.” We may, in short, divide

intrinsically good things into two classes :

namely (1) those which, while as wholes

they, are intrinsically good, nevertheless

contain sojfe parts which are not intrin-

jsicaliy good ;
and (2) those, which either

have np parts at all, or, if they have any,

have none but what are themselves intrin-

sically good. And we may thus, if we

please, confine the terms “ ultimately good ”

or “ good for their own sakes ” to things

which belong to the second of these two

classes. We may, of course, make a pre-

cisely similar distinction between two classes

of intrinsically bad things. And it is only

if we do this that our theory can be truly

said to assert that nothing is “ ultimately
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good” or ‘‘good for its own sake/’ except
pleasure ; and nothing “ ultimately bad ”

or “ bad for its own sake/’ except pain.

Such is the ethical theory which I have
chosen to state, because it seems to me
particularly simple, and hence to bring out
particularly clearly some of the main questions
v/hich have formed the subject of ethical

discussion.

What is specially important is to distinguish
the question, which it professes to answer in
its first part, from the much more radical

questions, which it professes to answer in its

second. In its first part, it on^: professest-

to answer the question : W£at chhriHeriMiic

"

is there which does actually, as a matter of
fact, belong to all right voluntary actions,

which ever have been or will be done in this
world, ? While, in its second part, it professes
to answer the much more fundamental
question : What characteristic is there which
would belong to absolutely any voluntary
action, which w-as right, in any conceivable
Universe, and under any conceivable circum-
stances ? These two questions are obviously
extremely different, and by the theory I have
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stated I mean a theory which does profess

to give an answer to hath.

Whether this theory has ever been held

in exactly the form in which I have stated

it,- I should not like to say. But many

people have certainly held something very

l,ike it ;
and it seems to be what is often

meant by the familiar name “ Utilitarianism,”

which is the reason why I have chosen this

name as the title of these two chapters.

It must not, however, be assumed that any-

body who ..talks about “Utilitarianism”

always mear ’ precisely this theory in, all its

details. the contrary, many ev^n of

those who c^ili themselves Utilitarians would

object to iiome of its most fundamental

propositions. One of the difficulties which

occurs in ethical discussions is that no single

name, which has ever been proposed as the

name of an ethical theory, has any absolutely

fixed significance. On the contrary, every

name may be, and often is, used as a name

for several different theories, which may

differ from one another in very important

respects. Hence, whenever anybody uses

such a name, you can never trust to the
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name alone, but must always look carefully

to see exactly what he means by it. Foi:

this reason I do not propose, in what follows,

to give any name at all to this theory which

I have stated, but will refer to it simply

as the theory stated in these first two

chapters.



CHAPTER in

THE OBJECTIVITY OE MOEAE JUDGMENTS

Against the theory, which has been started

in the last two chapters, an enormous variety

of different obiections may be urged ;
an

cannot hopeJo deal with nearly all of

^

What I war tbto do is to choose out those,

which seer^^ ^1
important,

because-th^of ^he most apt to be strong y

felt, and e^aca'use they concern extremely

general questions of principle. It seems to

me that some of these objections are well

founde<^i.and that others are not, according

as theiitare directed against different parts

of wh%t our theory asserts. And I propose,

therefc to split up the theory into parts,

and t<S:consider separately the chief objec-

tions f rich might be urged against each of

these t ifferent parts.

And we may begin with an extremely
90


